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Textiles Of The Islamic World
Following the tradition and style of the acclaimed
Index Islamicus, the editors have created this new
Bibliography of Art and Architecture in the Islamic
World. The editors have surveyed and annotated a
wide range of books and articles from collected
volumes and journals published in all European
languages (except Turkish) between 1906 and 2011.
This comprehensive bibliography is an indispensable
tool for everyone involved in the study of material
culture in Muslim societies.
A remarkable collection of textiles made in Islamic
lands and traded along the Silk Road, most of which
are published here for the first time.
The two-volume Companion to Islamic Art and
Architecture bridges the gap between monograph
and survey text by providing a new level of access
and interpretation to Islamic art. The more than 50
newly commissioned essays revisit canonical topics,
and include original approaches and scholarship on
neglected aspects of the field. This two-volume
Companion showcases more than 50 specially
commissioned essays and an introduction that
survey Islamic art and architecture in all its traditional
grandeur Essays are organized according to a new
chronological-geographical paradigm that remaps
the unprecedented expansion of the field and
reflects the nuances of major artistic and political
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developments during the 1400-year span The
Companion represents recent developments in the
field, and encourages future horizons by
commissioning innovative essays that provide fresh
perspectives on canonical subjects, such as early
Islamic art, sacred spaces, palaces, urbanism,
ornament, arts of the book, and the portable arts
while introducing others that have been previously
neglected, including unexplored geographies and
periods, transregional connectivities, talismans and
magic, consumption and networks of portability,
museums and collecting, and contemporary art
worlds; the essays entail strong comparative and
historiographic dimensions The volumes are
accompanied by a map, and each subsection is
preceded by a brief outline of the main cultural and
historical developments during the period in question
The volumes include periods and regions typically
excluded from survey books including modern and
contemporary art-architecture; China, Indonesia,
Sub-Saharan Africa, Sicily, the New World
(Americas)
In a fascinating account, the author considers the
significance of cloth and colour in the political and
cultural life of the Mongols.
From 828, when Venetian merchants carried home
from Alexandria the stolen relics of St. Mark, to the
fall of the Venetian Republic to Napoleon in 1797,
the visual arts in Venice were dramatically influenced
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by Islamic art. Because of its strategic location on
the Mediterranean, Venice had long imported objects
from the Near East through channels of trade, and it
flourished during this particular period as a
commercial, political, and diplomatic hub. This
monumental book examines Venice's rise as the
"bazaar of Europe" and how and why the city
absorbed artistic and cultural ideas that originated in
the Islamic world. Venice and the Islamic World,
828–1797 features a wide range of fascinating
images and objects, including paintings and
drawings by familiar Venetian artists such as Bellini,
Carpaccio, and Tiepolo; beautiful Persian and
Ottoman miniatures; and inlaid metalwork, ceramics,
lacquer ware, gilded and enameled glass, textiles,
and carpets made in the Serene Republic and the
Mamluk, Ottoman, and Safavid Empires. Together
these exquisite objects illuminate the ways Islamic
art inspired Venetian artists, while also highlighting
Venice's own views toward its neighboring region.
Fascinating essays by distinguished scholars and
conservators offer new historical and technical
insights into this unique artistic relationship between
East and West.
Presents a portrait of the cultural heritage of Islam
looking at its artistic influences and offering
examples of paintings, jewelry, sculpture, metalwork,
and architecture.
Shows examples of textiles from around the world,
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including textiles decorated using paint, dyes,
sewing, embroidery, and other embellishments.
Looks at the Islamic architecture of Cairo, and briefly
discusses the history of the Mameluks
No region has a textile tradition more vivid and
romantic than that of Central Asia. This book
provides a spectacularly illustrated survey of these
textiles, displaying in more than 200 color plates the
opulent silks and velvets, the exquisite embroideries,
the magnificent felts and woolen fabrics produced in
the workshops of the oasis towns of the Silk Route.
The exhibits, which are of great cultural, religious
and aesthetic importance, include Qur'ans, textiles,
jewelled objects and hardstones, metalwork,
ceramics and paintings, and offer a superb
introduction to the fine and decorative arts of the
Islamic world. Ranging in date from the ninth to the
nineteenth century and covering an area from Spain
and the Arab world to Persia and the Indian
subcontinent, they are a vivid demonstration of the
well-known Muslim tradition: 'Verily, God is beautiful
and love all beauty'. Authoritative essays by Islamic
scholars, a map, glossary, an 145 colour
photographs make this book an indispensable
addition to the library of all who are interested in
Islamic art and culture.
The traditional textiles of Central Asia are unknown
treasures. Straddling the legendary Silk Road, this
vast region stretches from Russia in the west to
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China in the east. Whether nomadic or sedentary, its
peoples created textiles for every aspect of their way
of life, from ceremonial objects marking rites of
passage, to everyday garments, to practical items for
the home. There were suzanis for the marriage bed;
prayer mats; patchwork quilts; bridal ensembles;
bags for tea, scissors, and mirrors; lovingly
embroidered hats and bibs; and robes of every color
and pattern. Author Susan Meller has spent years
assembling the 590 textiles illustrated in this book.
She documents their history, use, and meaning
through archival photographs and fascinating
travelers’ narratives spanning many centuries. Her
book will be a revelation to designers, collectors,
students of Central Asia, and travelers to the region.
Silk and Cotton is destined to become a classic.
“A crucial reference for anyone interest in the
earliest surviving pile carpets. . . Primarily a resource
for scholars, this volume is nonetheless full of
beautiful works of exceptional historical interest. . .
Highly recommended.” —Choice
This lavishly illustrated history explores the Islamic
world, through superb art objects and cultural
artifacts dating from the seventh century to the
present.
Exploring prize textiles known as tiraz, whose
meaning and materiality illuminate the interwoven
communities of the medieval Islamic world Social
Fabrics looks at tiraz--highly prized textiles
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enhanced with woven, embroidered, or painted
inscriptions in Arabic--to trace the structure of
medieval Egyptian society during a transformative
period. It reveals a story as interwoven and complex
as these delicate objects themselves. A foundational
introduction to the topic, this exhibition catalogue
combines richly illustrated entries with essays on the
history of Egypt at the time, the meaning and
materiality of tiraz, and the history of collecting these
objects in US institutions. Created throughout the
region (including lands now in Iran, Iraq, and Yemen)
in the centuries following the Arab Muslim conquest
of Egypt, inscribed textiles were a visual form of
communication in a society that was ethnically,
linguistically, and religiously diverse. Those with
inscriptions regulated by the government were
particularly valued, proclaiming their owners'
membership in the ruling elite.
Offers a region-by-region survey of textiles made, worn,
used, and displayed in the Islamic world.
Tracing the history of Asia between A.D. 700 and 1500,
a critical study describes the important influence of
Asia's great civilization on the West, as traveling
merchants, scholars, philosophers, and religious figures
brought the wisdom of China and the Middle East to
medieval Europe during the Dark Ages.
Medieval Islamic Civilization examines the socio-cultural
history of the regions where Islam took hold between the
seventh and sixteenth century. This important twovolume work contains over 700 alphabetically arranged
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entries, contributed and signed by international scholars
and experts in fields such as Arabic languages, Arabic
literature, architecture, art history, history, history of
science, Islamic arts, Islamic studies, Middle Eastern
studies, Near Eastern studies, politics, religion, Semitic
studies, theology, and more. This reference provides an
exhaustive and vivid portrait of Islamic civilization
including the many scientific, artistic, and religious
developments as well as all aspects of daily life and
culture. For a full list of entries, contributors, and more,
visit www.routledge-ny.com/middleages/Islamic.
The material and visual culture of the Islamic World casts
vast arcs through space and time, and encompasses a
huge range of artefacts and monuments from the minute
to the grandiose, from ceramic pots to the great
mosques. Here, Venetia Porter and Mariam RosserOwen assemble leading experts in the field to examine
both the objects themselves and the ways in which they
reflect their historical, cultural and economic contexts.
With a focus on metalwork, this volume includes an
important new study of Mosul metalwork and presents
recent discoveries in the fields of Fatimid, Mamluk and
Qajar metalwork. By examining architecture, ceramics,
ivories and textiles, seventeenth-century Iranian painting
and contemporary art, the book explores a wide range of
artistic production and historical periods from the
Umayyad caliphate to the modern Middle East. This rich
and detailed volume makes a significant contribution to
the fields of Art History, Architecture and Islamic Studies,
bringing new objects to light, and shedding new light on
old objects.
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Textiles were the second-most-traded commodity in all of
world history, preceded only by grain. In the Ottoman
Empire in particular, the sale and exchange of silks,
cottons, and woolens generated an immense amount of
revenue and touched every level of society, from rural
women tending silkworms to pashas flaunting layers of
watered camlet to merchants traveling to Mecca and
beyond. Sea Change offers the first comprehensive
history of the Ottoman textile sector, arguing that the
trade's enduring success resulted from its openness to
expertise and objects from far-flung locations. Amanda
Phillips skillfully marries art history with social and
economic history, integrating formal analysis of various
textiles into wider discussions of how trade, technology,
and migration impacted the production and consumption
of textiles in the Mediterranean from around 1400 to
1800. Surveying a vast network of textile topographies
that stretched from India to Italy and from Egypt to Iran,
Sea Change illuminates often neglected aspects of
material culture, showcasing the objects' ability to tell
new kinds of stories.
"The exceptional collection published here ranges widely
in region, material and technique. There are textiles and
garments from North Africa, Syria, Arabia, Iran, Turkey
and the Indian subcontinent linked by a shared
vocabulary of ornament - evidence of the international
nature of Islamic design. Materials represented are silk the most prestigious of fibres, requiring highly respected
weavers - wool, cotton and linen. Decoration is based on
variations of weave and colour and embellishment
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through embroidery, printing and appliqué and illustrates
the work of both professional and domestic workers. The
strengths of the collection are concentrated in the textile
production of the nineteenth and early twentieth
centuries, which, thanks to the basically conservative
nature of textile technique and design, preserve and
continue the traditions established in the medieval
Islamic world. They are important in an assessment of
Islamic textiles both for their quality and as illustrations of
survival and adaptation in a major industry. Their
heritage reaches back well over a thousand years, even
though their very high perishability means that for the
earlier part of the tradition our knowledge is reliant very
largely on written sources. These, however, attest to the
superb quality and quantity of textiles at the courts of the
period."--From Amazon.com.

A worldwide survey ofIslamic textile productionover
the centuries,illustrated with 600+color photographs.
Published in paperback for the opening of the new
Jameel Gallery of Islamic Art at the V&A, this
fascinating introduction to Islamic art and culture
draws on examples from its magnificent collections.
It is an invaluable overview of a complex subject,
exploring the cultural significance of objects in
different media, from ceramics, miniature painting
and textiles to wood-carving and metalwork, while
the superb photographs highlight their unique
craftsmanship. From the Middle East came the
earliest astrological clocks, the finest ceramics and
lustreware, the development of calligraphy and
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Arabic scripts, and the intricate skills of carpetweaving, among many other profoundly significant
cultural developments. This cradle of empires was
also a vibrant commercial centre, exporting raw
materials, skills and techniques to surrounding lands,
and spreading its web of influence from Southern
Spain to Northern India. Palace and Mosque distills
a rich and vibrant culture, and will be of lasting value
to all those interested in the glories of the Islamic
world.
A gorgeously illustrated exploration of the textile
traditions of a culturally diverse region, from the late
eighteenth century to the present day.
The essays in this volume bring to light the artistic
exchanges that occurred between successive
Islamicdynasties and those further afield in China,
Armenia, India and Europe from the 12th to the 19th
centuries. All the articles present original research,
many of them taking advantage of innovative
scientific means allowing us to look at already
familiar objects in a new light. Subjects include tile
production during the reign of Qaytbay, book
bindings associated with Qansuh al-Ghuri,
depictions of fish on Mamluk textiles, the relationship
between Mamluk metalwork and Rasulid Yemen and
Italy respectively. A number of the articles are
concerned with epigraphic inscriptions found on the
buildings of the Fatimid, Mamluk and Ottoman
periods, examining the inscriptions on the
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Mausoleum of Yahya al-Shibihi in Cairo, others trace
the revival of building inscriptions in 19th century
Egypt, and how a Mamluk inscription from the
Madrasa Qartawiya in Tripoli is replicated in Istanbul
during the Ottomanperiod. The relationship between
ceilings of the Cappella Palatina in Palermo and the
MoukhroutasPalace in Constantinople is also
explored, as is the unacknowledged debt that
European lacquer worksowes to Persian craftsmen.
Other topics covered include the architecture of the
Nusretiye Mosque in Istanbul, the role played by
Armenian architects in the reshaping of Ottoman
cities in the 19th century, the role of the hammam in
Ottoman culture and representations of beauty on
Iznik pottery. Arictles on Port St. Symeon ceramics,
the Armenian patrons of Chinese export wares of the
18th century, the history of the art of khatam khari in
Iran, the artistic, architectural and literary influences
in India between the 15th and 17th centuries, the
influence of Timurid architecture in 15th century
Bidar and the influence of a 16th century Hindavi
Sufi Romance are also included. "
Complemented by more than five hundred full-color
illustrations and photographs, this beautifully
illustrated study provides an authoritative survey of
African textile arts--rugs, tapestries, garments, and
other weavings--from across the continent, exploring
the traditional hand-crafted textiles of each region of
Africa, the textile history and traditions within
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geographic areas, and techniques, patterns,
materials, and dyes.
This comprehensive survey of textiles from every
region of the Indian subcontinent runs the gamut of
commercial, tribal and folk textiles. The authors first
place them in cultural context by examining the
history, materials and various techniques weaving,
dyeing, printing and painting. They then give a
detailed region-by-region account of traditional textile
production, including chapters on Pakistan,
Bangladesh and Sri Lanka. A dazzling array of
images provides an unsurpassed visual account of
the textiles, while a detailed reference section with
further reading, museums and information on
technical terms completes this essential guide.
“The many facets of Middle Eastern history and
politics are admirably represented in this far-ranging
anthology” (Publishers Weekly). In this insightful
anthology, historians Marvin E. Gettleman and Stuart
Schaar have assembled a broad selection of
documents and contemporary scholarship to give a
view of the history of the peoples from the core
Islamic lands, from the Golden Age of Islam to today.
With carefully framed essays beginning each chapter
and brief introductory notes accompanying over
seventy readings, the anthology reveals the
multifaceted societies and political systems of the
Islamic world. Selections range from theological
texts illuminating the differences between Shiite and
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Sunni Muslims, to diplomatic exchanges and state
papers, to memoirs and literary works, to manifestos
of Islamic radicals. This newly revised and expanded
edition covers the dramatic changes in the region
since 2005, and the popular uprisings that swept
from Tunisia in January 2011 through Egypt, Libya,
and beyond. The Middle East and Islamic World
Reader is a fascinating historical survey of complex
societies that—now more than ever—are crucial for us
to understand. “Ambitious . . . A timely work, it
focuses mainly on sociopolitical texts dating from the
rise of Islam to the debates concerning U.S. foreign
policy in the post-9/11 world.” —Choice
Very Good,No Highlights or Markup,all pages are intact.
A lavishly illustrated, authoritative presentation of the
history of Islamic luxury textiles
From the time of its birth in Mecca in the 7th century
C.E., Islam and the Islamic world rapidly expanded
outward, extending to Spain and West Africa in the west,
and to Central Asia and the Indian Subcontinent in the
east. An examination of the daily life in these Islamic
regions provides insight into a civilized, powerful, and
economically stable culture, where large metropolitan
centers such as Damascus, Baghdad, and Cairo thrived
in many areas, including intellectual and scientific
inquiry. In contrast with medieval Europe, there is little
common knowledge in the West of the culture and
history of this vibrant world, as different from our own in
terms of the political, religious, and social values it
possessed, as it is similar in terms of the underlying
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human situation that supports such values. This book
provides an intimate look into the daily life of the
medieval Islamic world, and is thus an invaluable
resource for students and general readers alike
interested in understanding this world, so different, and
yet so connected, to our own.
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